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GLOUCESTERSHIRE ECONOMIC GROWTH SCRUTINY 
COMMITTEE

MINUTES of a meeting of the Gloucestershire Economic Growth Scrutiny Committee held 
on Wednesday 30 October 2019 at the Council Chamber, Stroud District Council.

PRESENT:
Cllr Matt Babbage
Cllr Kevin Cromwell (Chair)
Cllr Stephen Davies
Cllr Ben Evans
Cllr Kate Haigh (Vice-Chair)

Cllr Paul McCloskey
Cllr Jim Dewey
Cllr John Murphy
Cllr Gina Blomefield

Officers in attendance: David Owen, Pete Carr, Gillian Parkinson, Sophie Benfield, 
Colin Chick and Angela Presdee

Apologies: Cllr Brian  Robinson, Cllr Klara Sudbury, Cllr Nicky Packer, Cllr Sajid Patel, 
Mike Dawson, Claire Edwards, Simon Excell, Cllr Klara Sudbury 
(Cheltenham Borough Council) and Cllr Patrick Molyneux

1. WELCOME 

1.1 Chairman of the Committee, Cllr Kevin Cromwell, opened the meeting by 
thanking Stroud District Council (SDC) for hosting.

1.2 It was explained that the purpose of the meeting was to focus on issues 
relating specifically to the economic agenda of the SDC and for members to 
consider proposals on how engagement between the GFirst Local Enterprise 
Partnership (LEP), the Gloucestershire Economic Growth Joint Committee, 
the Joint Scrutiny Committee and the Local Authorities might be improved.

1.3 The Chairman informed members that, from the discussion, an outcome 
report would be produced, incorporating the responses to any questions 
considered at the meeting.

3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Cllr McCloskey declared an interest as a non-executive director of Publica.

4. STROUD DISTRICT COUNCIL 

3.1 Cllr Dewy as the Stroud representative on the Economic Growth Scrutiny 
Committee introduced Kathy O’Leary, the Chief Executive at SDC to open 
the item. Members heard how unique and exciting the future of Stroud was 
for the Council, and the Committee were shown a short film that showcased 
the highlights of Stroud:

http://www.visitthecotswolds.org.uk/film/

http://www.visitthecotswolds.org.uk/film/
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Presentation 1

3.2 Andrew Cummings, Strategic Director of Finance, was introduced to give the 
Committee an overview of economic growth in the area (presentation at 
annex 1).

3.3 The Committee heard that the overall Stroud’s economy, as with many 
areas, had both opportunities and challenges. They have an economy which 
is dominated by manufacturing with very large organisations such as 
Renishaw being based in district. On the other hand, it also has a large 
number (80%) of very small businesses which do not attract business rates 
and have less than 10 employees.

3.4 Slide 4 showed the Committee an annual survey of how satisfied residents 
and businesses were to live and work in the district. The graph displaying 
these results showed Stroud well above the Local Government Association 
national average on both, reaching between 94-96%. 

3.5 It was advised that the Council’s Corporate Delivery Plan had recently been 
refreshed for the following year which now included a key focus on the 
economy. There had also been an update of the procurement strategy to 
include a focus on social value, the climate emergency and the Unite 
Construction Charter. The Community Banking initiative also supported the 
economy by helping to provide funding to small businesses and individuals in 
the area who are unable to find it elsewhere.

3.6 Members were shown a picture of a site at Littlecombe which was one of the 
largest regeneration sites in Gloucestershire, offering both residential homes, 
community hospital and employment space.

3.7 Slide 7 outlined challenges that would need to be considered going forward. 
As with the rest of the County, there is a clear challenge around 
demographic, with the recent ONS statistics showing in the next 25 years 
that the working population in Stroud will rise by 2.6% whereas those retired 
will rise by 56%. In addition, the average house price in Stroud is just over 
nine times the average salary in the area. Meaning residents in the area 
often work outside to be able to afford the property and those working in the 
area often live outside. This also increases the reliance on public transport.

3.8 To finish the presentation, there was a summary of opportunities that lie 
ahead for Stroud. 

Presentation 2

3.9 Next there was a presentation from Mark Russell, Head of Planning 
Strategy, who gave an overview on the Stroud Local Plan Review 
(presentation at annex 2).
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3.10 It was explained that the current local plan for SDC was adopted in 
November 2015 and they were currently in the delivery phase for this plan. 
Since 2015, the Council have started to deliver 5,500 houses, with an 
additional 500-800 due in the future. They have delivered 25 hectares of B 
class employment land and have another 42 hectares in the pipeline. This 
puts the district in a strong position for a post-Brexit economy.

3.11 Slide 4 gave an overview of the reasons for reviewing the Local Plan. 
Members heard that for housing especially, a ‘one county’ approach was 
vital and Stroud had committed to working with Gloucester to help address 
its shortfall in housing. It was noted that it wasn’t only the increase of 
housing that needed to be planned for in the review, but also the availability 
of business and employment land. Key sectors such as food production, 
renewables etc. rely on a sufficient supply of land.

3.12 Slide 8 showed the Committee a map of where the Local Plan was 
concentrating growth. It was advised this was centred around the main towns 
and main areas of employment, it would also create two new garden villages 
at Wisloe and Sharpness. 

3.13 These new settlements will be built around the garden city principles and will 
include 3,900 houses (with more planned post-2040), a secondary school, a 
sustainable transport system and new/or expanded rail stations. They stated 
that it was no longer an option to keep wrapping growth around existing 
growth, there was a need for new developments such as this to reach the 
housing requirements set by Government.

3.14 It was noted that carbon neutrality will be a golden thread running through 
the whole of the Local Plan in order to keep on track with the Council’s 
carbon neutral target. 

3.15 The Committee were informed that all local authorities in the county carried 
out a study of strategic areas that were within a 30 minute public transport 
route of Gloucester. Out of the seven shortlisted, four were within the Stroud 
district. 

3.16 Members noted slides 17 and 18 which summaries the timeline going 
forward and key challenges the Plan faced.

Presentation 3

3.17 The final presentation was given by Cllr Simon Pickering, Chair of 
Environment Committee, who gave an overview on ‘Carbon Neutral Stroud’ 
(presentation at annex 3).

3.18 The Committee were informed that Cllr Pickering has a background in 
renewable energy projects and wetlands, he is also currently the Principal 
Ecologist at Ecotricity.
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3.19 Members heard an overview of the historical data on the global CO2 
concentration levels and increase in the earth’s temperature since 1880. 
Slides 5 and 6 showed how the increase in fossil fuels use has contributed to 
these levels.

3.20 It was highlighted that the first international agreement to control and 
manage greenhouse gases was adopted in 1992, the ‘United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change’. Slide 8 showed members SDC 
had also been taking action on climate change since the early 1990’s.

3.21 Since 2001, SDC have been the lead local authority on the ‘Warm and Well’ 
scheme which worked with residents to improve the energy efficiency of their 
homes. Stroud also launched the ‘Target 2050 Loan’ for residential, 
community and business buildings. Both initiatives have given clear evidence 
that retrofitting existing buildings to make them more efficient can reduce 
their energy consumption, meaning reduced energy bills and CO2 emissions 
in the long-term.

3.22 Members noted from slides 14 and 15 of actions taken within the Council 
buildings and operations to lead to them being the first local authority in 
Europe to become carbon neutral.

3.23 It was highlighted that as well as taking action against climate change, they 
were also having to adapt to the changes. In relation to flooding, SDC have 
adopted a leading example of Natural Flood Management by ‘slowing the 
flow’ of water. Slide 19 showed the difference in the number of flood 
warnings issued between 2012 and 2016 since the scheme had been in 
place.

3.24 It was stressed that in order to meet carbon neutral targets using existing 
technology, whilst technically possible, it would require a dramatic change on 
all fronts. Slides 24 and 25 outlined required action, emphasised by the ‘and’ 
at each point.

3.25 Slide 26 showed members that this would not only require government 
action but 50% of emission responsibility was with individuals including 
switching energy providers, buying local, reducing meat and dairy 
consumption and transport options.

3.26 In order to meet renewable energy levels members were shown the amount 
of and maps of where, wind and solar energy outputs could be built in the 
county. 

3.27 The presentation was summarised with actions that needed to be taken 
across the county and country to address carbon neutrality (slides 33-53).

Members questions

3.28 A member asked how SDC’s plans would fit with the LEP plans in terms of 
infrastructure for public transport. The LEP reassured that the aspirations of 
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Stroud which the Committee had heard today fit well with the developing 
Local Industrial Strategy (LIS). The Committee were reminded that the three 
main areas the LIS focused on were the needs of young people (transport 
being the biggest challenge), Cyber (being a global competitor with GCHQ 
located in county) and the environment.

3.29 Officers from SDC highlighted its overall target with public transport was to 
reduce the need to travel at all. This was also an aspiration outlined in both 
the LIS and GCC’s Local Transport Plan Review. It was noted that in order to 
address the issues faced with public transport in the county, there was a 
need to change the pattern of growth that has been inherited over the last 50 
years.

3.30 In regards to rail links, the Committee were informed that SDC were 
safeguarding land at Stonehouse for a new train station and there was 
potential for one at Hunts Grove as well. It was reiterated that a railway 
network was a key component for the garden village initiative. 

3.31 A member noted the change in discussion since the Committee had begun 
its local meetings 2 years ago, particular in regards to climate change.

3.32 The Committee had a lengthy discussion about carbon neutral housing as it 
was recognised housing was a key area of improvement for Stroud, or 
anywhere in the county achieving its carbon neutral targets. 

3.33 The Committee heard examples of local authorities retrofitting social housing 
to achieve carbon neutrality on older buildings, which also allowed them to 
save money on maintenance costs in the long-term.

3.34 The Committee heard about a number of companies, who are developing 
and constructing modular housing. This was where all components of a 
house are constructed in a factory and then linked together at the building 
site. It was advised that the wastage from a site could reduce from 30% to 
around 3% using this method, as well as reducing the environmental effects 
of a construction site itself.

3.35 Members recognised that in order for these companies to ‘buy into’ the idea 
of carbon neutral housing, there would have to be demand within local areas. 
It was suggested there needed to be a discussion across the county on how 
to address this as a collective and attract these services into the area.

3.36 A member also highlighted that the increase in housing demand, coupled 
with a move to retrofit/produce carbon neutral housing, may lead to a void in 
the availability of skilled tradesman to carry out these works locally. It was 
recognised that in recent years there had been a move away from young 
people qualifying in traditional trades, notwithstanding the demographic 
challenge faced in the county.
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3.37 If the county was going to become a magnet for young people staying and 
moving to the county for work, it would need to make sure education 
providers are offering the right skills to fit the growth demand.

3.38 A member referenced a piece of land on the M5 corridor which had huge 
potential for development, but was restricted by existing congestion in the 
area and the natural landscape. Officers reiterated that there needed to be a 
strategic plan for Gloucestershire, to avoid districts halting aspirations at their 
boundaries and instead looking at the County as a whole and making the 
best use of the land available. This would also allow combined bids to 
government and the pooling of resources from across the county for delivery.

3.39 A member questioned how the economic growth plans for the district were 
helping to lift communities out of poverty. It was advised that SDC had 
committed to increase its affordable housing availability as well as access to 
capital local housing allowance. 

3.30 It was recognised how SDC had moved away from negative phrasing when it 
came to environmental challenges. Instead of asking what we needed to 
stop doing, their presentations had focused on opportunities for the local 
economy. A member welcomed the drive for new skills in the county, which 
would be incredibly beneficial for young people.

LEP overview

3.31 The Chair invited David Owen, Chief Executive of the GFirst LEP, to give an 
overview of the LEP’s activities in Stroud.

3.32 The LEP started by supporting Stroud’s position on carbon neutrality and 
highlighted there is no reason why the environment and economic growth 
can’t go hand in hand. There were huge opportunities from having a real 
focus on the environment, noting this was also one of the three key priorities 
for the LIS.

3.33 Members were reminded that the public consultation on the draft LIS is due 
to end mid-November 2019. The next, and final stage, involved discussions 
with government and to finalise and approve the Strategy. After working 
under the Strategic Economic Plan for the past six years, the development of 
the LIS is a big change for the LEP. It will see a significant shift in priorities 
for the county, and see a new focus on the voices of young people. It was 
noted that the LEP had recently carried out a consultation on young peoples 
views of the Gloucestershire as a place to live, study and work.

ACTION: SHARE CONSULTATION WITH COMMITTEE – 
DEMOCRATIC SERVICES

3.34 One of the main messages from the consultation was young peoples care for 
the environment and climate issues more broadly. This therefore showed a 
strong link with opportunities presented by Stroud.
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3.35 It was advised that Stroud has received £25 million through grant/loan 
investment from the LEP, the 3rd largest investment in the county. The 
following projects have been included in this investment:
 Berkeley Cyber Security Centre C11
 A38 Berkeley bridge restoration
 Merrywalks Centre
 Growth Hub for Stroud
 Relocation of the Stroud Metal Company
 A419 upgrade through Stonehouse

3.36 The LEP’s education team was working with schools and colleges 
throughout the county to help support and coach young people to brighter 
economic futures in Gloucestershire.

3.37 The LEP welcomed the continued good relationships with the districts.

3.38 A member questioned why the Real Living Wage was not being paid across 
the board for Council run services. It was advised that at this stage in time, 
the Council could not afford to do so; if so, it would currently be bankrupted 
by social care contracts alone. The point however was noted.

3.39 There was a discussion about the need for a joined up approach to land 
supply across the county. It was noted that in the next 25-30 years, the 
county would need to deliver housing for a 50% rise in population and it was 
not viable to just continue to build around existing settlements. It was noted 
this planning technique also had a knock on effect on public transport 
capacity and highways congestion. 

3.40 Linking to the need for a joined up approach, the Committee were advised 
that officers and the relevant Cabinet Members will be visiting the Chief 
Executives, Leaders and other relevant senior officers and Members from 
each of the Gloucestershire Districts over the next few months to discuss a 
number of key issues to gain a better understanding and forge stronger 
partnerships. These key issues will include strategic planning, climate 
change, major infrastructure requirements (particularly those required to 
deliver long term economic and housing growth), Fastershire and skills and 
employment.

3.41 It was also noted that it is very difficult for joint working in the absence of 
national strategic plan guidance from central government.

3.42 A member questioned that when GCC were looking to sell land, whether 
they would consider transferring the land to the relevant district authority to 
help with facilitating housing development. It was advised that such 
conversations and negotiations do happen and agreement is reached where 
possible. Where authorities are not able to agree however, it was stressed 
that land sales is a huge part of the county council’s resource and without 
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the capital, it could not provide the level of service it needs to. It was advised 
that the Stroud Youth Council had also highlighted housing availability and/or 
cost as a main concern for them.

3.43 There was a discussion about accessibility to services and locations, in 
particular buses not currently serving the right destinations in the county. 
Many had experiences of not being able to reach rural areas or new 
developments where the buses had not been linked up correctly. It was 
advised this was the main issue of a non-regulated service, the buses in the 
County are commercially provided meaning they will not operate services 
which cause a financial loss to the company.

Work planning

3.44 The Chair asked members of the Committee whether there had been any 
topics raised during this meetings discussion that they would like to add to 
the work plan as a future item for consideration.

3.45 The Committee requested an update once the county-wide meetings have 
taken place regarding infrastructure needs.

ACTION COLIN CHICK

3.46 It was noted that recently, all 6 district authorities plus the county had 
developed climate change plans and it was queried how these could be co-
ordinated going forward. 

3.47 The Committee requested to explore the developing green industry in the 
county in more detail, specifically in relation to modular building.

3.48 It was requested that the GFirst LEP’s recent Youth Survey was distributed 
to the Committee in preparation for the next meeting.

ACTION DEMOCRATIC SERVICES

CHAIR

Meeting concluded at 16:00.
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Our Economic Background 

 

• Total output £2.46 bn in 2017 

 

• Manufacturing dominates GVA 

 

• District with highest number of active 

enterprises 
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Corporate Delivery Plan 

 

• Recently refreshed for one year 

 

• Economy is key priority 

 

• Updated Procurement Strategy 

 

• Community Banking Support 
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Littlecombe, Dursley 
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Challenges to Consider 

• Demographic Shift 

• Housing Affordability 

• Resourcing Economic Development 

• Transport Links 

• Post-Brexit economy 
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Opportunities Ahead 

• New CDP 

• Revised local plan 

• Creating a canal strategy 

• Demographic Change 

• Brimscombe Port Development 

• CN2030 
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Brimscombe Port 
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Briefing on  

Stroud Local Plan Review 

  
      Gloucestershire Economic 

Growth Scrutiny Committee 

30 October 2019 
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Why are we reviewing the plan?  

 Need to review plan every 5 years 

 Commitment to undertake early review to 

consider unmet needs of Gloucester 

 New National Planning Policy Framework  

 Standard method for calculating housing need 

– 40% increase 456 p.a. to 638 p.a. 

 Roll forward plan to cover 2020-2040 

 Ensure we maintain a 5 years supply of land 
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What level of housing do we 

need to plan for? 

 638 new homes p.a. 

 12,760 total for Plan 

 Need to find sites for 

6,700 dwellings 

 

 Housing mix 

 Affordable housing 

 Older person’s needs 

 Self build 

 Space standards 
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What level of employment do we 

need to plan for? 

 Employment needs 

assessment  

 GFirstLEP Local 

Industrial Strategy 

 Key sectors – 

engineering, food, 

GREEN 

 Historic take up rate 

suggests 50ha+ 

 2,300-6,300 new jobs 
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P
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Draft development strategy 

 Deliver at least 12,800 dwellings and 50+ ha new 

employment 

 Hybrid strategy – elements from all options 

 Two new settlements – Sharpness and Wisloe  

 Brownfield canalside development in Stroud town 

 Urban extensions at Cam and Stonehouse 

 Employment growth along A38/M5 corridor 

 Modest growth at market towns - Berkeley, 

Minchinhampton, Nailsworth and Painswick 

 Lesser growth at larger villages 
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New garden villages at 

Sharpness & Wisloe 

 Garden city principles 

 3,900 homes (further 

2,600 post 2040), 15 

ha employment, local 

centres, GI 

 Secondary school 

 Sustainable transport 

strategy 

 New rail station at 

Sharpness, expanded 

Cam & Dursley station 
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How the Local Plan will make a 

difference 

 Vision and objectives 

 Core Policy – “golden thread” 

 Sustainable construction and design – 

challenging net zero carbon standards 

 Renewable Energy – areas of search 

 New settlements – “exemplar” 

developments 

 Priority to walking, cycling and public 

transport 
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Duty to cooperate – helping to 

meet Gloucester’s needs 

 Duty to Cooperate – legal requirement and 

soundness issue 

 Gloucester likely to have housing shortfall of 

6200 

 Agreed to carry out a study of strategic site 

options 

 29 areas assessed within 30min public 

transport travel time of Gloucester 

 7 shortlisted areas (4 within Stroud district) 
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Safeguarding land at Whaddon 

 

 One of 7 best 

performing areas 

 Capacity of 2,500+ 

homes 

 Potential for 

secondary school  

 Possible rail halt 

 Green infrastructure 

and potential for flood 

alleviation 
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Timetable 

 

 

Public consultation  

Mid November – 

Early January 2020 
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Key challenges 

 Transport – M5 Junctions at capacity and 

need for radical modal shift 

 Infrastructure funding and viability 

 Creating capacity for successful garden 

villages 

 Living within our environmental limits 

 Strategic planning for the future 
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Wider strategic planning 

JCR review  
and district local plans  

– development provision 
 
 

2050 –  
conversation about long term  

with ambitions 
 

Green Infrastructure 
 
 

Local Industrial Strategy 
 – evidence and plans  
for economic growth 

 
 

Energy Strategy  
– low carbon planning 

 
 

Joint Transport Plan  
– networks and services 

 
 

SOCG 
with long term  

spatial framework 
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Any Questions 
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Gloucestershire Economic Growth 

Scrutiny Committee 30th October 2019  

Carbon Neutral Stroud  

2030  

 

 
 

 
Dr Simon Pickering 

GFirst LEP Energy Group: Renewable Energy Lead 

Ecotricity  

Stroud District Council  
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Stroud District Council has been tackling 

climate change since 1990’s 
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Energy Efficiency Warm and well 

Working as lead local authority since 2001 

 

Brought in £32 m into the county of Gloucestershire for 
energy efficient measures  over 20,000 households 

 

In Stroud  district between 2001-2015   

11,001 energy efficient measures on 6,303 homes  

(12% of homes) 
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Target 2050 Homes  
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Target 2050  Community Buildings  

 

 

 

30 Community Buildings : annual savings  

Energy savings 70,300 kWh  

28 tonnes of Carbon 

£4,900 p.a. 
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Target 2050 Business 

 

 93 target Business  

Annual savings   

Energy 1,300,000 kwh  

490 Tonnes of Carbon 

At least  £99,500  p.a.  
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Council Housing Stock  

Energy Strategy  

Insulation of Bungalow walls  

Air Source Heat Pumps 

Solar PV Installations 

Replacement gas system 

Loft Insulation top ups 

Low energy light bulbs 

Then Diode light bulbs  
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 Council Building and Operations 

 

 
   

 32.%  CO2e saving between 2007- 2015  by: 

Cooling for server room 

Cutting mileage 

Numerous small insulation measures 

Air handle systems   

LED lighting  

PV installation  plus combined heat and power 

boilers at both Leisure centres 
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First Local Authority in Europe  
to become Carbon Neutral  

 

Total CO2e Emissions 2015      2925 Tonnes  

 

     Audited  Annual Savings  

SDC       807  Tonnes 

Warm & Well          2468  Tonnes 

Net Emissions                           -350   Tonnes 

 

Further Savings not Audited 1,200 tonnes 

Actual net Emission maybe     -1,470  Tonnes   

 

Still Carbon neutral  in 2018 for direct emissions  

2018  Emissions 2188 tonnes 
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Adaptation 

Natural Flood Management 

                                        

u   
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 IPCC Report October 2018  
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Changes required 
to become a 
Carbon Neutral    
 

1) a complete shift to very low or zero 
carbon electricity generation and … 

 

2) smarter and more flexible electricity  grid  
including storage and … 

  

3) huge reductions in energy demand by all  
buildings and… 

 

4) decarbonisation of heat  and .. 

 

5) massive to cut the carbon emissions from 
transport and … 

 

6) all new build developments carbon zero 
and  
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Changes required 
to become a 
Carbon Neutral 
 

 

 

7) a dramatic reduction in emissions from 
agriculture and food production and… 

 

8) dramatic cuts in emission from mining, 
manufacturing and industry and.. 

 

9) A massive reduction in waste and 
emissions from waste and … 

 

10) dramatic increase in the capture of 
carbon and sequestration  

 

and ….. restoring nature through Wilding 
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Plus no safe scenario without BIG cuts in 
personal consumption  ( at least another   6 CO2e)  

Switch your energy supply to 100% renewable by company that invests 
in new renewable generation not just a trader   
https://www.which.co.uk/news/2019/09/how-green-is-your-energy-tariff/  

Take the  80 % challenge – don’t put off efficiency investments in your 
home before that new kitchen  – CUT PEAK USAGE 

Buy local, , buy in season,  if you can afford it, buy organic , buy second 
hand – don’t buy! 

Invest in community renewables, divest  your pensions from fossil fuels  

Eat less meat, less dairy  

Walk , Cycle , share transport and Flying .. Cut it…… 

P
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Carbon Emissions   Beis 2018 (https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-local-authority-and-
regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics      
 
  More detailed   breakdown  try  Scatter   :;;Scatter https://scattercities.com 
 
Or Can do Cities   candocities.org 
 

Stroud    

Year 2016 

Grand Total Mt CO2e 778.5 

Population ('000s, mid-year estimate) 117.5 

Per Capita Emissions (t CO2e) 6.6 
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Energy Use  

Stroud  Domestic  

(GWh) 

Non 

Domestic  

(GWh) 

Total 

Electricity  225 320 545 

Gas  582 247 829 

Beis 2018 
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From old to new 

20  new large turbine + 

240 ha of ground mount solar + 

PV on 1in 5 houses (10,000) + 

PV Every suitable factory /office + 

50% renewable locally  by 2030 
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Large Wind Potential  
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Solar Potential 
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A lot more of these 
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Make sure this happens to all existing 

houses    
Even 200 year old houses can have high energy performance  
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Fix those draughts, insulate those walls, 

lofts and windows before the new Kitchen 
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All new houses are carbon zero and 

have these  
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Cutting emissions and cutting 

running costs  

u   
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Cutting emissions , tackling obesity 

and improving mental health   
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And this as well   
(Carbon capture and Sequestration) 
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Progressing Carbon Neutral 2030 (CN2030) report to  

Environment Committee  June 2019 

 

 https://www.stroud.gov.uk/media/1032856/item-6-progressing-carbon-

neutral-2030-cn2030.pdf     ….”The Stroud Plan”  … 

 

 Included Corporate Strategy, Audit and Purchasing Policy  

 Appoint a CN 2030 officer and small implementation  budget 

 Community engagement via Transition Stroud 

 Public, Charity  & Buiness  sector engagement via LSP  

 Severn Wye Energy for technical household / buiness advice  

 16 Parish council also adopted Climate Change Emergency  

 Local Plan Policies  
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Taking action   
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Longley 20MW 
Solar by 
commercial 
developer  

• 40Ha of farmland  

• 10% of electricity 
requirements of 
Stroud  District  

• Approve by DCC  
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Enabling through the Local Plan  

  

 Commission work on  allocation of land for renewables 

under NPPF  

 Commission work on maximum Energy performance of new 

buildings  …. Target carbon zero 

  Working with developers on carbon neutral settlements 
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Gloucestershire Energy Strategy  

LIS :  Increasing  productivity  

 More than £0.75 billion energy costs are exported from the county 

each year. 

 Improving the energy performance  buisness would reduce the 

county’s energy bill by £250 million: an energy productivity gain for 

its businesses of some 20%.  

 Improving the EPC of the county’s housing to C  would  generate 

£0.75 – 1.3 billion GVA  

 Investment in new renewable energy capacity by 2030 could result 

in some £400 million of GVA  
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Future of Gloucestershire   

 Cyber Tech/AI  …. Carbon Zero 

 Agri-Tech/ Agri-ecology .. Circular Economy 

Biomethane / Carbon sequestration / 

Glasshouse use of CO2 

 Mobility /Young & Older … Shared Mass transit 

cycle super  highway    
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COUNCILS ROLES    

A LASER FOCUS IS ON EMISSION REDUCTION IS REQUIRED 

 
 Communication  

 Leadership 

 Setting an example  

 Planning policy  

 Investment , community investment 

 Purchasing  

 Partnership  

 Purposeful action 

 Enabling  
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Stroud District Local plan review  

New Core PolicyDCP1 Delivering Carbon Neutral by 2030 

Stroud District will become Carbon Neutral by 2030 ….for new 

developments by :  

 Location 

 Priority of sustainable transport modes 

 Maximise green infrastructure 

 Design Energy Hierarchy 

 reduce energy demand 

 renewable energy generation 

 Reduce vulnerability  and provide resilience 

 

 Full details on Page 47 Stroud Local plan draft November 2019 
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 Updated  Delivery Policy ES1 

 Sustainable construction and design 

 
Sustainable design and construction will be integral to new development in 

Stroud District.  

Development proposals should meet the following requirements:  

1. Achieve net-zero carbon–all new development should achieve a net zero 

carbon standard by means of: 

 an overall minimum 35% reduction in emissions over Part L 2013 Building 

Regulations achieved onsite;  

 a minimum of 10% and 15% reduction in emissions over Part L 2013 Building 

Regulations achieved respectively in homes and in nondomestic 

developments through fabric energy efficiency improvements; 

  residual emissions offset through payments to a Stroud District Council 

carbon offset fund; ……. 

        

full details  on page 179 Stroud Local plan draft November 2019 
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Delivery Policy ES2: 

 

 Renewable or low carbon energy generation Decentralised 

renewable and low carbon energy schemes will be supported 

and encouraged, and will be approved where their impact is, 

or can be made, acceptable. 

 

Delivery Policy ES2a: Heat supply Development proposals 

should include a communal low-temperature heating system 

where viable. 
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